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Radio transformed Keith Spears
story and photos
by STEFANIE FRALEY .
reporter

n1968, Keith Spears' plans
included completing his
biology degree at Marshall
and becoming aforest ranger.
"I was backward, and I
thought that as aforest ranger
that Icould live my life in afire
tower as basically a hermit,"
Spears said.
Now, 30 years later, Keith
Spears, vice president of communications, is far from being a
hermit. He communicates with
the public daily.
The U-turn take place during
Spears' junior year when Bob
Burkes, a fellow student and
friend was asportscaster for the
campus radio station, WMULFM. He invited Spears to come
with him and keep statistics
while he covered a basketball
game.
"At halftime, while on the air,
Bob looked at me and ·said 'with
halftime stats, Keith Spears
will be here after we hear these
important messages.' Then, the s degrees, one from Central
commercial comes and I asked 'ter'
University and anothBob what he was talking about. erMichigan
Marshall. He completed
"He said he had to go to the from
doctorate at West Virginia
rest room and would be back," his
Spears said. "He just left me University.
love for radio
there by myself and told me that In 1973, Spears'
led him to build
when I heard the
the radio station
crowd noise. that
WFGH-FM in Fort
meant that I was
Gay. There, Spears
on the air.
hosted acommuni"I beard it cut
ty call-in show,
back to me and
broadcasted aththen, everything
letic events and
fell apart. My
the news. He worked at the
throat went dry, antl for the first read
six years before
minute, it was the worst minute station forto Marshall
in 1979 to
of my life up to that point, but returD,ing
part time as an instructor
the longer I talked and pulled work
WMUL.
myself together, the more Ireal- with
Since his return to Marshall,
ized that Iliked it."
as general ma:i;i.After that night, Spears start- heagerhasforserved
instructional television
ed to doubt his plans to be afor- services,
chairman of the speech
est ranger, but he went on to department,
dean of adult and
complete his degree in biology. extended education
and director
' I'm very task-oriented. Ihad
to finish what Ihad started," he of university communications.
said.
Pl
e
ase
see
SPEARS,
PS
He went on to earn two mas-

by KRISTA CRAWFORD
staff writer

The Faculty Senate passed a
recommendation Thursday
that would allow a faculty
member to serve as a lobbyist
to the state Legislature.
The recommendation would
allow six hours of reassigned
time each semester for afaculty member to serve as alobbyist representing faculty interests.
t
The recommendation included aprovision that the person
chosen for the job would not
receive areduction in salary as
long as adequate notice was
given and a suitable replacement was found.
The faculty member would be
chosen through secret ballot by

~

~

Searching for
libraries dean
Interviews continue

by JON P. ROGERS
reporter

TOP: Keith Spears, vice president of communications, wanted to become aforest ranger. After his first broadcast on 88.1
WMUL, IJe changed his mind. Today, he is in charge of public

relations for the university. ABOVE: Spears keeps acollection of old radios in his office.

Garnrna Beta Phi honors professors
by ELINE M. LOEFGREN
SKEIDE
reporter

Thursday, students and
teachers came together to eat
brunch at the Memorial
Student Center. The occasion
was Gamma Beta Phi's third
annual faculty appreciation.
Gamma Beta Phi is anational honor society. The event was
an opportunity for members to
honor faculty at Marshall.
"I think it is exiting that
everyone here are students
that take their schooling seriously, and they have chosen the
teachers that have impacted
their life for this particular faculty appreciation ceremony,"
Dr. Donnalee Cockrille, dean of

student affairs, said.
While students and professors enjoyed appetizers and
punch, Dr. Sarah Denman, vice
president for academic affairs,
gave aspeech.
"Teaching is the main thing
teachers do," Denman said.
"Alumni coming back to
Marshall don't ask about the
buildings, they ask about the
teachers. Events like this will
change the attitudes about
teaching."
Sixty-four professors were
invited to and each were nominated by Gamma Beta Phi.
members. Each nominated prophoto by Ehne MLoefgren Ske1de
fessor received acertificate.
Of the nominees, four shared (From left) Dr. James Joy, Dr. Simon Perry, Dr. Nicola Orsini
and Dr. Ronald Gain are Gamma Beta Phi's professors of the
Please see PROFESSOR, P2 year.

Marshall's women leaders talk about success

Editor's Note: This is the final
part in athree-part series on gender relations. This article offers
advice from women at Marshall
on how to be successful.
by CARRIE A. SMITH
wire editor
Ruthless, aggressive, hardnosed, pushy, overly competitive go-getters.
Those are just some of the
stereotypes that label women
who try to get ahead, succeed in

their careers and climb the corporate ladder. In other words,
break the glass ceiling.
"Glass ceiling" is the term
given to the artificial barriers
based on attitudes or organizational bias that prevent qualified individuals from advancing
upward in their careers.
Today, women comprise
almost half of the work force,
but relatively few of them are in
upper management, according
to www.theglassceiling.com, a
Web site devoted to helping

the entire faculty following a
nomination process by the
Faculty Senate.
Issues the faculty member
would bring before the
Legislature would be determined by the Faculty Senate.
Dr. Joseph Wyatt, associate
professor of psychology and
chairman of the Legislative
Affairs Committee, said "We
need a representative at the
legislative session and we need
it badly."
Wyatt explained the recommendation was based on a
model of how West Virginia
University (WVU) handles lobbying matters. He said David
Sutterfield, WVU's vice president for institutional advanceSee FACULTY SENATE. P5

women achieve their goals.
Books have been written and
seminars and workshops have
taken place through out the
country to teach women to shatter the glass ceiling.
At Marshall, many female
administrators and faculty
members are eager to offer
their advice for women who will
graduate from this university
and enter the work force.
Dr. Margaret ABird, associate professor of biology, was the
only female professor in the

biology department when she
came to Marshall in 1970, or as
she likes to call it, "the dark
ages."
Now there are five females
out of a 24-member full-time
staff in Division of Biological
Sciences.
"I was lucky because women
were actively recruited for positions in the science and math
fields when I graduated, so I
had my choice of jobs when I
was finished," she said.
Bird, the 1990 recipient of the

Chris Filstrup, the third candidate to be interviewed for the
position of dean of libraries,
considers lri:tt1.self a "Middle
East specialist."
During the '70s and '80s, he
worked at the Library of
Congress' field office in Cairo,
Egypt, and was chief of the
Oriental division of the New
York Public Library. He speaks
Arabic and Persian.

Filstrup is the associate
director for collections management, organization and preservation for the North Carolina
State University libraries.
He answered questions
Thursday from 14 staff and faculty members in the John
Deaver Drinko Library auditorium.
Despite his background,
Filstrup's first priority would
not be to increase acquisitions
Please see LIBRARY, P5

Greek Week
to start Sunday
by ELINE M. LOEFGRl:N
SKEIDE
reporter.

Marshall University fraternities and sororities are preparing for their annual Greek
Week.
The week of Greek activities
will start out with a walk-athon at Ritter Park Sunday
from noon until 2p.m. Anyone
at Marshall can participate in
the walk-a-thon.
The walk-a-thon is aproject

for the Cheli Stover Memorial
Scholarship Fund for Cancer
Survivors.
Stover was a Marshall student and member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority. The
scholarship fund established in
her honor will benefit cancer
survivors who want to attend
college.
"Greek Week is a week for
the Greek community to come
together to unify," said Chris
See GREEK WEEK, P5

"My advice is to ignore all the negativity given
to you. Don't let it squash your dreams. Don't
let it squash your energy. It's not something
you should get upset about."
Brandi Jacobs,

Student Government Association pre,ident

Marshall and Shirley Reynolds
Teacher of the Year Award, said
the atmosphere today is more
encouraging and accepting of
women. "You've got to do the
legwork to find the right opportunities. Women shouldn't consider themselves minorities."

Student Government Association president Brandi D.
Jacobs said she believes sexism
exists on campus, but she said
she hopes it won't discourage
women from trying to get ahead.
Please see WOMEN, PS
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Women's
achievements
rewarded
Presentation
. Pulitzer Prize for the article
"The Reckoning" which
appear'ed in The Wall Street
Journal.
Faludi graduated summa cum
laude from Harvard University,
where she was managing editor
of the college newspaper, The
Harvard Crimson.
"Women, to say the least, have
not exactly gotten recognition
by CHARLENE L. CORNELL down
the centuries for their
reporter
achievements," Faludi said.
have been recognized for
According to those who attend- "They
their voices low and
ed the 11th Annual Celebration keeping
It is really
of Women, the time has come for their facestoveiled.
encourage women
women to stand tmd be recog- important
to express themselves fully."
nized.
the awards ceremony,
Marshall University Women's fourDuring
students were given the
Center honored students, facul- Women
of Marshall Scholarty and staff Thursday evening ship Awards.
with an awards ceremony.
aYeager scholar,
Susan Faludi, author of DanatheKinzy,
Ruth Flower Brown
"Blacklash," was the keynote won
Award. She writes
speaker. Her new book "Stiffed: Scholarship
edits "Inanna," a publicaThe Betrayal of the American and
tion of the Women's Studies
Male," analyzes the problems of Student
Association.
men. In 1991 she won a

includes speech
by prize-winning
journalist, author

to bring together
races, religions

Nadia Graham was honored
for educating men and women
about eating disorders.
"I was diagnosed with
anorexia," Graham said. "I
became close to my therapist
during my recovery, I started
by going to training, and now I
train others."
Aster Jemere, a non-traditional student, is an Ethiopian
refugee. After being forced to
leave her home, she came to
America with her two children.
"Remember and pray for the
women and children who are
forced from their home because
of war, drugs and other
destruction," Jemere said in
her acceptance speech.
Kelli Johnson won the
Eugene Crawford Memorial
Scholarship Award. Johnson
works with mentally disabled
people and individuals who are
recovering from an addiction.
She also is aGirl Scout service
unit leader for Wayne County.

by COURTNEY L. BAILES
reporter

Committed to Christ Campus Ministries is hosting
"College Praisefest 2000" this
weekend.
"Praisefest's main goal is to
lift the human spirit through
the medium of music," Nicole
Yancey, Charleston senior,
said.
It is designed to bring together all races and denominations
photo by J.Nesbitt
to listen to gospel music,
Susan Faludi, Pulitzer prize-winning journalist, signs copies of Yancey
said.
her latest book "Stiffed: The Betrayal of the American Male."
"Gospel music crosses all
lines," Yancey said.
from eight colleges
Other awards given were the Rape Aggressive Defense Prog- willChoirsparticipate
in the
Outstanding Faculty/Staff .Aw- ram.
Yancey said.
ards. The recipients were Lt. The Women's Center's goal is Praisefest,
Marshall,
Ohio
State
Univto
provide
resources
for
female
Angela Howell and Patrolman
Montgomery College,
Stanley Harper, Marshall students, faculty and staff. The ersity,University,
University
University Police Department Women's Center is located m Ohio
of Maryland Eastern Shore,
officers, for their work with Prichard Hall 143.
University Oklahoma, West
Virginia State College and
West Virginia University are
scheduled to participate.
The Alpha Nu Omega
Christian Fraternity and the
Sorority National Step Team
also will perform.
"Two of a Kind," a group
by COURTNEY M. ROSS "It was my idea to start the from Huntington, and "The
Art gallery features Pepsi giving away Angel, Hardesty to
group at Marshall," Dangerfield Word," four guys from the
- reporter
said. "The national organization Committed to Christ Camgraduating seniors mountain bikes
talk about reform
pus Ministries Choir, also
Student composers will have was founded about 1960."
the opportunity to perform their The society is non-profit and are scheduled to perform,
The Birke Art Gallery is pre- Pepsi Cola and the Memorial Tonight's edition of West
music
at
a
concert
at
8 p.m. is geared toward the benefit of Yancey said. The minsenting its Sehior Art ExhiPublic Television's
Sunday in Smith Recital Hall. new music ancfliving composers. istries' dance team and
Center have teamed Virginia
show ' Under Fire" focuses on
bition, arequirement for grad- Student
The concert is sponsored by "I feel that new music is poor- mime team will provide
up for a mountain bike give- higher
uating seniors in the College away.
education.
the Society of Composers.
ly represented on this campus, entertainment.
of Fine Arts, today through Students who get a labeled Host Giles Snyder will talk
The festival is in the Grand
"This
is our first concert," and that if peGple were alittle
April 13.
Marshall President Dan
Joey Dangerfield, president of more educated about new Ball Room of the Radisson
Pepsi bottle from amachine on with
The featured artists are campus can go to the Memorial Angel and West Virginia
the group, said. "The concert music they would understand Hotel.
Nina DeMatteo; Dublin, Ohio;
President David
Elder Samuel English
is free, but we will be taking why it is just as important as
Center 2W6 to register University
Bill. Saxton, ·Poca; Emily Student
Hardesty.
donations to help raise money older music," Dangerfield said. from Roanoke, Va., will
achance to win.
Ritchey, Beckley; and Rebecca forTwo
The two presidents will try to
for the organization."
"I also believe that musicians, speak tonight at 8p.m.
mountain
bikes
will
be
Pack, Huntington.
question: "What
The concert features four stu- especially composers, need a All of the choirs will perto Marshall students and answer the
should West Virginia
DeMatteo an.cl Saxton are given
form Saturday at noon.
dents and two faculty members voice on this campus."
one will be given to astudent changes
working toward, aBachelor of from
Free transportation will
performing two pieces they Students can still join the
the Graduate College in make while restructuring its
higher education system?"
Fine Arts in graphic design. Charleston.
be provided for students. It
wrote themselves..
society, Dangerfield said.
Ritchey and Pack are working The promotion starts Monday The weekly show airs on
"It is up to the students and "Joining would allow students will leave the Campus
toward completing aBachelor and continues until April 24. WPBY at 9p.m.
faculty as to what they perform," to experience new music which Christian Center every 15
The purpose of the show is to
of Fine Arts in studio art.
Dangerfield said. "They are not only includes the semantic minutes Friday from 7p.m.
drawing is the final day. understand
Gallery hours are Monday TheDuring
how higher educaresponsible for getting the pieces value included in music," to 8 p.m. and Saturday
the
drawing,
Pepsi
10 a.m.-4 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. will give T-shirts to those who tion will dictate the economic
ready, and we will have ashort Dangerfield said, "but many from 11 a.m. until noon.
and Tuesday- Friday 10 a.m. - participate in the promotion growth and future of West
Students who use the free
rehearsal before the show."
multicultural stimuli as well."
4p.m.
Virginia.
The Society of Composers has More information is available transportation will be
but do not win bikes.
been on campus for one sem- by sending e-mail to Dangerfield brought back to campus
after the event, Yancey said.
at dangerfl@marshall.edu
ester.

Concert gives students, faculty
achance to make own music
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l&2Bedroom
Carpet, A/C, Parking &l Laundry.
Call for appointment

523-5615

.-~nveniently Locatedl • Best Value!,
C:Nowj!¢Sr.¢.¥
.?-\. :3
Renting for Summer &Fall

$325-$550
Near MU &Near Ritter
Park Call 634-8419
Near MU 2 and 3 Bedroom
apartments. Utilities Paid. Call
522-4780
Apartment for Rent 1&2 Bedroom.
No Pets.
522-7391 days or 6970531
evenings
4BR House for Rent 1Block from
Campus
$700 per month Call 5253409
or 453-5100

w
Employinent

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
LOOKING FOR
PT-TIME EMPT.?

Position available--20 hour work
schedule.
Possible Requires
full-time
over
the summer.
basic
double
entry
bookkeeping
knowledge,
goodliteracy.
math Here'
skills,s
and
'exp.
:{_our computer
chance
to gain
hands-on
and
build
your
resume.
$6.50
hour.or send
Interested?
ApplyPRESTERA
inperperson
resume
~:
CENTER
Large Unfurnished House.
HR/Acct.
Clerk
mile
from
Campus.
6
B
IR
21/2
3375
Rt.
60
E
baths.
No pets. inUtilities
not
Huntington, WV 25705
included.
per
month.Available
Call 523-7756May. $975
EOE/AA
Bryan Arms 1BR Furnished Apt. PART-TIME FRONT OFFICE
1/2
block
from
campus.
call
696ASSISTANT
9762
Establishedseeks
Huntington
medical
practice
a part-time
Nice 2B/R Furnished Apts. @ assistant
to
conduct
patient
1739 6th Ave.Carpeted,
One Bath,
Air follow-up duties including:
Conditioned.
Laundry
patient reminder
call,
facility,
Off
street
parking,
appointment
tracking,
and
other
$480/month,
Damage
deposit, One office duties as required. Perfect
year lease. Phone
522-1843
position
for
college
student.
Please sendEye resume
to:MU AREA 5 room duplex, Huntington
Associates
completely
furnished.
Porch
and
part-time
assistant,
1151
Hal
yard,
very
clean,
quiet
area.
No
Greer Blvd., Huntington, WV
pets, phone 523-5119
25701
For Sale
Hiring all shifts Flexible
scheduling
PIT only.inAlso
personhiringat
FOR SALE - KAYAK Pyranha for
TCBYSummer.
9th Ave.Apply
&8th St.
Acrobat,
New
Mountainsuri
sprayskirt,
Perception
flotation
vest, Helmet,
Paddle,
Poagies,
Throw
rope &throw
Bag;
$400
Medium
Mountainsuri
drytop
$450 for ALL. Call 697-3450 $100.
week, will flex around school
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Hockenberry to speak during Disability Awareness Week
by RHANDA M. FARMER
reporter
If you've ever wondered
whether having asthma makes
you adisabled student or if you
have adisability and are curious
about what services Marshall
can provide, the Disabled
Student Services Office may
have your answer.
The Disabled Student Services
Offices will sponsor Disability
Awareness Week Monday
through Thursday. Speakers,
displays, panel discussions and
workshops will occur throughout
the week. All the events are open
to the public.
Sandra Clements, of Disabled
Student Services said, "The
most important thing is to let
people know that services exist
for students with disabiHties
and they need to access those."
To help provide information to

students, Disability Awareness
Week will kick off with displays
from six agencies that provide
services for students with disabilities.
Represent.atives from Disabled
Student Services, the HELP
Program, Rehabilit.ation Services,
Prestera Mental Health Services,
Mount.am St.ate Centers for
Independent Living and the
Cabell Wayne Association for the
Blind will be present at the
Memorial Student Center Plaza
Monday from 10 a.m. to 2p.m. to
answer questions and address
student concerns.
"A lot of people don't know
these agencies even exist, so
the main purpose is to make
people aware of these agencies
and the services they can provide," Clements said.
NBC News Correspondent
John Hockenberry will speak
Tuesday in the Don Morris Room

Bookstore manager says now is
the time to prepareyouforare," graduation
Campbell said. "The

by ANGELA MYHRWOLD
reporter
As the semester comes to an
end, graduation is on the
minds of many seniors and
graduate students.
Mike Campbell, Marshall
University Bookstore manager, suggests that students need
'to start thinking about buying
their caps, gowns and graduation announcements.
Personalized announcements must be ordered in
advance. They take about two
to four weeks to get in.
"The earlier you order the.
announcements the better off

closer you get to graduation
the harder it is to get everything in on time."
Gowns range from $18.99
for undergraduates and
$19.99 for graduates. That
includes cap, gowns and tassels. Hoods for the graduates
are separate and are $16.99.
Class rings are also available.
The bookstore has a good
supply of books to help graduates. There are books about
career choices, resume books
and job-seeking guides.
St.adium Bookstore also offers
caps, gowns and announcements.
Gamma Beta Phi, gave out
, the awards. "This year's
brunch recognized 64 faculty
From page 1
and over 40 members were
a tie for the Professor of the present," Kasey said. "This is
Year. The four winners were an enormous leap from last
Dr. James Joy, Dr. Ronald year's 35 recognized profesGain, Dr. Nicola Orsini and sors and three students preDr. Simon Perry.
sent. It was an exiting event
Mike Kasey, president of to witness and take part in."

•Professor

at 11:30 a.m.
Copies of Hockenbeny's book "Moving Violations:
War 7-<mes, Wheelchairs and Declarations of Independence" will be on
sale and Hockenberry will be avail- Hockenbeny
able to sign copies
ofthe book after the present.ation.
"This is the first time we've
been able to have anationally
known speaker come.
"We're very happy to have
Mr. Hockenberry. He's afunny,
delightful man and is also very
insightful about disability
issues," Clements said.
Apanel discussion with faculty, students and st.aff on the
issues to consider when making
reasonable accommodations in
the classroom is Wednesday
from 2to 4p.m. in MSC 2W22.

from 2-4 p.m. Thursday. It aimed
at students with disabilities, but
like the other events is open to
the public. Joe Marshman from
Marshall Career Services and
Jerry Coleman from Rehab-ilit.ation Services will instruct students in how to prepare resumes
and discuss the issues of disclosing disabilities and how to handle job interviews.
"This week is designed to inform
students about the Disabled
Student Services Office and about
what we can do for students by
bringing in a successful speaker
and by having down-to-€arth discussions about how to overcome
obst.acles," Clements said.
Disability Week is sponsored
by the WPage Pitt School of
Journalism and Mass Commun~
ications, Multicultural Affairs
and International Programs,
Disabled Student Services and
WSAZ.

Students to make impact in community
by CHRISTOPHER M. HAGY
reporter
Organizations around campus will compete Sunday
through April 8 to to be the
most socially conscious during
Impact 2000, aweek to promote
community service awareness.
"We're planning Impact
week to be dedicated to students' awareness to the community in which they live,"
said Dr. Donnalee Cockrille,
dean of Student Affairs.
The organization with the most
hours of community service will
be recognized by the Student
Leadership Committee, win a
gift certificate from the
Marshall University Bookstore
and receive one catered organization meeting, Cockrille said.
About 20 outreach programs
have cont.acted the Office of
Student Activities and Greek
Affairs to recruit student volunteers, said Marcie Hatfield,
graduate adviser for the Student
Activities Programming Board.
The Cheli Stover Memorial

The Parthenon

Marshall University's Student Newspaper
welcomes applications for SUMMER &FALL 2000 positions
EDITOR, MANAGING EDITOR, NEWS EDITOR,
WIRE EDITOR, SPORTS EDITOR,
LIFE! EDITOR, PHOTO EDITOR, ONLl~E EDITOR
•You can also join The Parthenon as a·
student advertising representative, computer gur.u,
{·graphic-artist, editorial cartoonist, colun,nist, ·
· neyvs; sports or feature writer, photographer.
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The panel will be led by Dr.
Chong Kim, chairman of the
subcommittee for disabled students from the Commission of
Multiculturalism.
Other panel members are
Clements, Dr. Barbara Guyer,
director of the HELP Program;
David Harris from the Marshall
University Equity Programs
office; Clay McNearney, chairman of the Religious Studies
department; and Williamson
junior Wes Robinson.
"We really want the faculty to
attend and ask questions about
making accommodations. Some
faculty members may not know
how to make accommodations
or know why they need to be
made," Clements said.
"Everything doesn't always
go smoothly with the faculty
and we want to be able to discuss those issues."
Aresume workshop is offered

DEADLINE to apply

Sunday: Cheli Stover Memorial Wa1kathon

at noon in Ritter Park.
Wednesday: Impact of AIDS panel discussion featuring people who are HIV positive
atAptlf
7p.m. in MSC 2W22.
8: Tri. State Field Day 8a.m. to 1p.m. 1

at the Walter "Lefty" Rollins Track.

Walk-a-thon kicks offlmpact 2000
at noon Sunday at Ritter Park.
Stover was a Marhsall stud~nt who died of leukemia.
"The walk-a-thon is performed
by fraternities and sororities to
raise money in her name for
patients with cancer or leukemia
who want to go to school and
can't afford it," said P. Andy
Hermansdorfer, director of student activities and Greek affairs.
Apanel discussion, the Impact
of AIDS, features individuals
who are HIV positive at 7p.m.

Wednesday in the Memorial
Student Center 2W22.
Impact 2000 concludes April
8at the Walter "Lefty" Rollins
Track with the Tri-St.ate Field
Days, an event for community
youth conducted by the Student
Government Association and
members of Marshall's athletic
teams. The event runs from
8a.m. to 1p.m.
More information is availble
by calling 696-6670 or visiting
www.marshall.edu/volunteerservices.

STUDENT

Manicures, Pedicures
&Artificial Nails

Full Set $30
Fil -ins $18

W/Student ID
Barbara
522-NAIL
(522-6245)
1017 20TH

LEGAL
••••AI
•D
FREE
LEGAL ADVICE

for

MUAttorney
STUDENTS
••••Hours:
•

Tuesday &Friday
12:30 p.m.- 2p.m.
Located in MSC 2W23

696-2285
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group to teach
appreciation of
wildlife Saturday

by CARA D. COOPER
reporter
Want to get WILD?
Marshall University's Parks
and Recreation Organization
for Students (PROS) will host
Project WILD Saturday.
According to abrochure published by PROS, Project
Wildlife In Learning Designs
(WILD) is an educational program that emphasizes awareness, appreciation and understanding of wildlife and the
environment.
Professor of Parks and
Leisure Services Dr. Sandra
Parker said the program is tailored to people who work with
children, but that "anyone
could come and reap the benefits."
According to the Project WILD
Web site at www.projectwild.org,
the program has been used to
educate more than 35 million
youths on how they can create
positive changes for themselves,
for others and the planet.
Student Coordinator Kim
Houston said the program
teaches participants to lead
recreational activities for children through games, arts and
crafts and writing.
Houston said the program is
ideal for scout and youth leaders, parks and conservation
workers, teachers, of all subjects, and anyone who works
with children from kindergarten through high school.
Art Shomo from the wildlife
division ofWest Virginia's Department of Natural Resources will
lead the program, Parker said.
"He is the kind of person that
is aterrific leader. He is full of .
vigor, pep, enthusiasm and (is)
very energetic," Parker said.
Project WILD starts at 9a.m.
in the Henderson Center 2003.
Participants will receive The
Project WILD Activity Guide
for free, Houston said.
According to the Project WILD
Web site, the guide includes a
mix of activities for independent
exploration, cooperative learning
and full group instruction.
The program is free. To register, visit Gullickson Hall 100
or call 696-3186.
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KEITH525-4440
ALBEE 4
THE ROAD TO EL DORADO (PG)
5:10-710-9:10
THE SKULLS (PG13) 5:20-7:35-9:50
ROMEO MUST DIE (Rl 4:00-7:00-9:35
FINAL DESTINATION (R) 4:30-7:05
THE NINTH GATE (R)
9:05
CINEMA 4
HIGH FIDELITY (RI
4:30-7:05-9:40
AMERICAN BEAUTY (RI 4:15-7:15-9:35
HERE ON EARTH (PG131 5:15-7:25-9:35
WHATEVER IT TAKES (PG131 5:30-7:30-9:25
CAMELOT 1&2
ERIN BROCKOVICH (R)
4:00-7:00-9:40
MISSION TO MARS (PG)
4:15-7:10-9:30

SHOWTIMES AS OF FRI. 3/31

4p.m. Monday, APRIL 17, 2000.

AlThel persons
are encouraged to apply by calling 696-2736, SH 315.
Parthenon is an Affirmative Action EOE and welcomes diversity.

WMUL-FM SS.1

is seeking
Director's Applications
for FALL 2000
Director'• position• available:

Music, Sports, News, Promotion, Production,
Continuity, Traffic, Programming, Training

Application Deadline: FRIDAY, April 14, 2000
For job descriptions and applications contact
Dr. Charles G. Bailey at G9G-2294
Applications can be picked up in the
WM UL-FM staff room -2nd Floor, Communications Building
WMUL is an Equal Opportunit Student Activit

BIG bucks, Get our new $6.25/hr base rate for select jobs.
BIG bonus. An extra $1 for every hour you work.
BIG jobs.Internships
From bartenders
ridelablhosts,
workers.
for collegetoavai
e, too!lifeguards to office
BIG
fun.
Unlimited access to the park, including
Mil ennium Force, world's tallest, fastest roller coaster.

Free tickets to give away. After hours parties. And new
friendships with over 3,700 other BIG earners.
BIG
extras. Housing and internships are available
for qualified applicants..

Get the BIG picture at
cedarpoint.com/jobs
•Get an application online
•jobs
FAQsonandthepixplanet
of the best
•Have
an
e-mail
chat with a
campus _ambassador
Or call 1-800-668-JOBS.

EOE. Bonuses are paid to employees after they fulfill their Employment Agreements.
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Commentary •Letters •·Editorials

Staff Editorial
The Collegiate Times
(Virginia Tech)
/U-WIREJ BLACKSBURG, Va. -After
approval in the House last year, the controversial proposed amendment that
would ban flag burning has again
reached the Senate for avote later this
week.
Following House endorsement, only a
.handful of votes are needed to gain atwothirds majority in the Senate to approve
the amendment and send it to the states
for ratification.
The Supreme Court has been the
largest roadblock to anti-flag-burning legislation thus far. Ruling in 1989 that state
statutes banning flag burning violated
First Amendment free speech and again
reinforcing this stance in 1990 with
Congress's proposed statute against flag
desecration, the court handed down a
powerful message.
Like it or not, flag burning is aform of
political expression protected by the
Constitution.
Rather than viewing opponents of the
proposed amendment as unconcerned
with the protection of the flag, these individuals should be seen as-concerned with
the protection and preservation of freedoms afforded Americans within the
Constitution.
. ·~
The phrase "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establisliment of religion" in Article 1of the First Amendment
has striking parallels to the subject of
flag-burning.
Just as Congress cannot mandate asingle religion due to the respect for individual beliefs, neither can Congress declare
flag burning right or wrong within the
same context of regard for individuallyheld opinion.
What the issue boils down to is the difference between tolerance and acceptance.
As atrocious as flag burning is perceived by some individuals, citizens of the
United States are awarded guarantees
that their rights in respect to expression
will not be infringed upon.
The First Amendment protects other
controversial forms of' expression such as
cross burning and the espousal of communism under the same reasoning.
Regardless of aperson's opinion, all citizens are granted the same rights.
This amendment, if passed, would
restrict the liberty to assert non-violent
opposition to agovernment th.at was
established on the very principles which
allow this sort of protest. ·
Congress is debating the proposed
amendment for the fourth time. Brought
to the Senate on three other occasions, the
proposal has yet to win passage. With any
luck, the phrase "three strikes and you're
out" will hold true in the vote this week.
If not, it will be the ·responsibility of the
state governments to protect the freedoms
our nation boasts it holds so dear.
The flag, asymbol of patriotic response,
is so passionately cherished by the
American people that their endearment
often clouds the virtues the symbol itself
embodies.
If policy-makers continue to make show
of the controversy surrounding flag-burning and proponents of the legislation raise
anti-flag desecration sentiment any higher,
what Washington may find is an increased
number of flag burning incidents.
~

•••

-Pink Floyd
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You probably shouldn't•read this

Carrie's desires to hear Marvin
Gaye's "Let's get it on" and walk
on stilts must have something to
do with her lack of sleep.
Making fun of people while
they're in the same room is
something we only do when
we're this delirious. Yeah right.
Butch knows he's only
from failing in life when
CARRIE SMITH, BUTCH BARKER moments
his
concern is whether or
and REBECCAH CANn.EY not biggest
to spend the weekend getting
drunk or sleeping.
Forgive us.
whether or
Forgive us now before you Contemplating
to join a circus instead of
read any further. Either this col- not
becoming journalists is someumn will make no sense or will thing
we all thought of
offend you.
Why? Because we're function- Thursday.
The most fun &beccah had
ing on a combined 10 hours of Thursday
watching the letsleep in the past 24 hours. Why ters on herwas
sere.en swim
haven't we slept? Who knows. before her computer
while wondering
We think it has something to do whether thateyesreally
be the
with our job as editors of your time she fell over andwould
died.
campus newspaper.
We
all
had
to
talk
one
another
Anyway, as I (Butch) sat in out of shooting ourselves in the
front of the computer screen I foot
out the window of
asked my colleagues to throw Smithor jumping
Shoving ball point
me a topic so I could write an pens intoHall.
our eye balls also was an
impromptu column. I've never option.
done this. Luckily, wire editor What can we teach you to do
Carrie gave me the suggestion to during
insanities?
write nbout wh~t the lack of Zonesimilar
out as you perfect your
sleep does to your mind.
n·ew trick -sleeping with your
Now that's something I can eyes
open!
talk abont. Actually, the three of •Pray
that your professors won't
us could. So we did.
talk too loudly so that you can try to
So what happ~ns to our catch
up on some ofyour sleep.
minds when we lack sleep? • • Make
crank phone calls to
Getting out of bed is impossi- your professors
just to say
ble. The snooze buttons were "WassssUp?"
probably cussing us Thursday •Decide whether or· not sacrimore than we were them.
your life was agood idea
Saying "screw the shower" ficing
after all. (Wait, maybe that just
was the first words out of our goes
for Parthenon editors).
mouths when we finally did rise. •Make
alist of possible topics
Forgetting to eat lunch and dinwith your counselor
ner was easy. Butch's addiction tothediscuss
day.
to Dairy Queen hot dogs is being •next
Never
accomplish
enough.
blamed on his defunct mind.

•

Fall asleep in class everyday
(that is on the days you actually
make it to class). '
• Deal with those who never
seem to appreciate anything you
do (damn them to hell! l
• Bust your fist through a
computer monitor.
•
Throw random office supplies - staplers, hole punchers,
pens, pencils, etc. - at your
coworkers or friends.
• Manipulate photos of yourself on the computer just to see
what you'd look like with seven
more eyes, two noses, buck teeth
and agiant wart on your upper
lip.
• Fall out of your chair and
laugh with your friends until tears
are streaming down your face and
you can't remember what was so
funny in the first place.
•Play afun game like trying
to remember the last time you
brushed your teeth.
•Eat your three meals of the
day from the vending machines
in Smith Hall.
• Constantly try to walk on
your hands because it has been
alife long goal.
OK, so maybe tbes,e.,are just
things we've all done time and
again at The Parthenon. Maybe
you shouldn't take our advice.
Actually, you shouldn't.
We're three of six worn-out
editors who sacrifice our lives to
provide you with this gem you
hold in your hands. Don't trust
us. We must be insane ...
Butch, Rebeccah and Carrie
are Parthenon editors and are
probably still passed out somewhere as you read this.
Comments can be sent to them at
311 Smith Hall.
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Case protects
student freedom

Staff Editorial
Arizona Daily Wildcat
(University ofArizona)
(U-WIRE) TUCSON, Ariz. - Last
Wednesday the Supreme Court made adecision that affects not only every college and
univel'sity student in the country, but also
their wallets.
While schools like the University of
Arizona are not affected by the ruling -as
all UA cluh funding comes through the U
of ABookstore -it nevertheless is one of
the most critical issues on university campuses today. With the decision, astudent
now has no legal grounds to demand a
reimbursement of his or her money if, say,
it is used to fund an organization they
oppose.
Although this will be deemed unfair by
many students and groups on college campuses; it is actually amuch-needed provision that
ensures equality in club funding decisions.
The students at the University of
Wi,sconsin who complained about their money
biting used to assist such organizations tried
td use the First Amendment as their main
platform. They believed they were protected
from having their hands tied while their
money was distributed against their will.
In reality, though, the First Aniendment
protects the exact opposite. Groups that
have "objectionable" platforms should have
the same opportunity as every other club
to compete for student money.
\Vhen the case was brought forward in 1996,
Wisconsin students were assessed amandatory $165.75 fee to be divided up between student clubs of all natures. Students failing to
pay this amount were unable to graduate.
While the amount of the fee is fairly lofty, it
is necessary to ensure that student clubs -a
vital part of college life for many people -have
afighting chance to succeed, regardless of
their nature.
Consider for aminute the ramifications if
the court had ruled differently on the Board
of.Regents of the University of Wisconsin v.
Scott Harold Southworth. To begin with, student government officials would not know
how much money they were operating ,vith,
because students would continually be
demanding repayment for funding decisions
they disagreed with.
In addition, adifferent decision would
have allowed student body officials to determine which clubs are considered objectionable and subject to possible scrutiny.
To some, this list of "offenders" would
include the Young Republicans and Young
Democrats, while others would peg gay
and lesbian organizations as objectionable.
The point is that it would be nearly impossible to get thousands of students to come
to adecisive majority on the issue.
All of this would ultimately give agoverning body -whether it be student government or college administration -the
ability to decide what student groups have
achance to assemble and thrive. Such a
decision would boil the mass of varying
students and their views down to asterilized orthodoxy -clearly violating the First
Amendment.

HarmingStafffreeEditorialexpression

TheDaily FreePress
(Boston University)
(U-WIREJBOSTON -The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled Wednesday that states and cities
can require nude dancei:s to wear at least
minimal clothing as ameans to reduce
crimes such as prostitution and sexual
assault, which the court said typically plague
the neighborhoods that surround adult clubs.
The high court, however, failed to explain
how exactly its ruling could realistically
reduce such crimes - perhaps because there
is no reasonable explanation.
The ruling upholds an ordinance passed
by the town of Erie,Pa., that requires exotic
dancers to wear pasties and G-strings duringtheir acts. It is difficult, however, to conceive of any logical reason why an adult
club featuring dancers in G-strings would
be any less likely to attract crime than a
club with fully nude performers.In fact,
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor admitted in
the court's opinion that "requiring dancers
to wear pasties and G-strings may not
greatly reduce these [crimes]."
Any number oflegal businesses could be
faulted for occasionally spawning crime in
their neighborhoods. Video stores peddling Xrated films are frequently accused ofattracting
prostitution. Bars unquestionably contribute to
incidences of disorderly conduct and drunk driving. By the court's reasoning, states should be
able to require that all actors in pornographic
filmsremain partially clothed, and that tavernsplace afive-drink limit on all patrons.
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21 students inducted into 'secret circle' society
by CHARLENE L. CORNELL
reporter
For the first time in four years,
students were honored by initiation into the "secret circle" society.
Omicron Delta Kappa Society,
known as ODK, accepted 21
members Thursday.
New members signed the
membership book and received
apin and certificate.
"I hear it's prestigious," Michele
Kuhn, Hurricane graduat.e student, said. "I thought this would
cap off my college experience.
Make it areal success."
"It recognizes things you have
done rather than asking,"
Christine Boggs, Barboursville
graduate student, said. "I think
it's aunique experience because
it's an old society."
After the ceremony, new
members had their first meeting to discuss this year's mission, which is to restore its cir-

cle located between the Drinko
Library and Old Main.
Stephen Petrucci, Ashland
junior, became the new president.
"This is aleadership society,"
Petrucci said. "I wanted to be a
leader in aleadership society. As
president, I want to establish
our chapt.er as good and strong."
Shallon Jones, Clarksburg
senior, is the new treasurer.
ODK offers students opportunities for campus and community service.
by Tamara Endicott
"It gives recognition to lead- Stephen Hensley, center, dean of student affairs,phototalks
during
ers," Joan Tyler Mead, ODK the
Omicron
Delta
Kapp
Society
initiation
Saturday.
member and dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, said. "It provides in three ofthe five areas. The five The ODK idea is symbolized by
them with opportunity to be of areas are scholarship, athletics, acircular key. The key is crossed
service to the community and community service, journalism with two bars. ODK appears
Marshall which is aworthy one." or performing arts, according t,o between the two bars. Within the
Membership requires students Stephen Hensley, associate dean key, there are five stars on the
be juniors or seniors, graduate of students.
upper bar to represent the five
students, faculty, staff, adminis- Chapters of the organization major areas of college life.On the
tration or alumni. Students must are called circles. Beta Lambda, lower bar is 1914, which is when
rank in the top 20 percent of Marshall's chapter was estab- the organization was established
their class and show leadership lished in 1947.
nationally.
of paperwork that an instituI've had some luck with local
businesses. I don't know what
tion of higher education
the environment is here ... but From page 1
requires," he said.
From page 1
in my experience they will give
Since Spears has been at
of international and multicul- money for collections."
Now, as vice president of Marshall,
he has worked with
tural materials.
When asked about challenges communications, Spears stays former
president J. Wade Gilley,
"Due to limited funds, Ican't and how he dealt with them, busy.
interim
President
A. Michael
favor making a more (interna- Filstrup said that when he "The image and the commu- Perry and now President
Dan
tional) collection, as the ·North
at George Washington nication that comes out of this Angel.
American imprint collection is worked
University, there were prob- institution is aproduct of what Spears is pleased with his
not strong," he said.
lems r(!garding library financ- do," Spears said. "I work working relationship with
Filstrup said properly fram- ing and the faculty's unhappi- Iclosely
with the president and
and his style of leadering and phrasing a request for ness with the library.
other vice presidents to Angel
ship. Angel uses all aspects of
more money was the key to per- He said he took discontented the
them communicate their Spears'
suading state Legislatures.
faculty members to lunch indi- help
and to develop acon- In fact,office.Angel has become
"The university has to selfits vidually, along with the librari- messagemessage."
quite fond of Spears' office. So
story to the Legislature and the an most relevant to each mem- sistent
Spears' job requires him to fond
that while Spears·took a
library has to sell its story to ber's academic department. communicate
with the media, recent trip to Brazil with the
the university. You have to get "The next fiscal year Iskimmed coordinate Marshall
commer- Elizabeth McDowell Lewis
your story straight, be persis- $100,000 off the top of the bud- cials and produce all university
of Business, Angel
tent, make it look good, spin_it. get and went back and talked to publications. His office also College
apractical joke on him.
"Higher education is the busi- them all. I said, 'I have this
all news releases and played
ness of marketing. Not market- much (to contribute). How much handles
Angel
had
all of Spears' diploing to the commwuty but mar- do you have?'" Filstrup said this publicity.
mas and pictures removed from
keting on campus, marketing approach was successful "My favorite part of my job is the walls of his office and
their services. I'm not all that
the departments then when I can see the 'Eureka!' replaced the nameplate with
comfortable with th.is kind of because
realized that everyone must effect take place on the faces of that said President's Office.
advertising, but you have to sacrifice alittle and contribute. students, when we have com- oneWhen
Spears returned to
make yourselflook good and then Filstrup has worked at North municated effectively to them
his office empty, he was
ask for more (moneyl," he said. Carolina State since 1996. He about what Marshall offers." find
redirected
to asmall room with
With regard to external fund- was assistant librarian for colsays he enjoys his job. a card table.
Spears' family
raising. Filstrup said that he lections services at George Spears
"To
quote
an
old
mentor
of
photos
and
his nameplate were
had seen the lists of people who Washington from 1991-1996.
Dean Stern: 'There are stacked on the
table.
donated various sums to the The final candidate inter- mine,
that Ihave to back up to Bewildered, Spears said he
corrntruction of Drinko Library viewed will be Monica Brooks, times
the pay window because I'm went
to Angel to find out what
and was pleased such abase of interim dean of libraries at ashamed
take their money- had happened.
donators exists.
Marshall. Brooks will answer I'm havingtosuch
a
good
time."
"I
walked
used to
"A goal for whoever gets the questions from 2:15-3 p.m.
the only downfall of be my office,intoandwhatthere
sat
Job will be collections endow- today in the Drinko Library hisHejobsays
is
paperwork.
President
Angel,"
he
said.
"He
ments for the next five years ... auditorium, room 402.
"I would love to have some- looked at me and said 'Keith,
one to take care of the mounds told you that Ireally liked this
office' and Isaid, 'Yes sir.' "
He looked up at me and said
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
Free
Pregnancy
Test
"Got ya!"
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE
With the practical joke over,
Spears' office was returned to
its original order, complete
Prichar<l with
afew of the antique radios
Huilding- Spears has collected over the
Hoom so~ years - aconstant reminder to
1
,,,.
6th .he.c· him of how a stint on the air
9th St. took him from an aspiring for°1:JO·~) ci'2.J-l'
.!l'.! est ranger to working in public
~+Hr.Hotline
relations.
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JoAN C. EdwARds THEATRE

CALL: 696 , 2787 (ARTS)
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Great Job Opportunltles11

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time
During Breaks, Free Days and Summer
Flexible Hours al GREAT PAYn
We offer 10-40 hours per week (more if desired)

Route Delivery &Packaging Positions
$6.50 -$10.00/Hour
Call Local Plant as soon as Possible
1-800-545-4423
Milton, WV

Parkersburg,
WV
Clarksburg.
WV
Sutton,WV
Portsmouth,
Gallipolis, OHOH
e-mail wburns@homecityice.com
It is possible to train in one facility during school and work in
another during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility
S1art training MQWI
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Women's Studies group
en route to feminist expo
-

by NICOLE L. JIVIDEN
reporter
Thirty-nine students in the
Women's Studies group will be
attending Feminist Expo 2000
today through Sunday in Baltimore, Md.
The students will be att.ending
workshops and leadership seminars designed to help students
become better employees, said Dr.
Amy E. Hudock, assistant professor ofEnglish and Marshall's coordinator of Women's Studies.
"It gives students an opportunity to meet with corporations
who hire women with women's
studies backgrounds," Hudock
said. "It allows them to listen to
nationally-known speakers discuss issues of concern to women."
Feminist Expo 2000, sponsored by the Feminist Majority
Foundation, will include job
fairs offering students minoring
in women's studies networking,
internships, part-time and fulltime employment opportunities,
Linda J. Trollinger, Proctorville,
Ohio graduate assistant, said.
"It will enhance the students
and what they bring to the

Week
•Greek
From page 1

Nourse, Interfraternity Council
graduate adviser. "The purpose
is for everyone to have fun and to
promote Greek life on qunpus."
Throughout the week Greeks
will participate in several events
including apicnic at Ritter'Park

•Women
From page 1

"My advice is to ignore all the
negativity given to you. Don't let
it squash your dreams.Don't let
it squash your energy. It's not
something you should get upset
about."
Dr.Sarah N. Denman, senior
vice president for academic
affairs, credits her success to
the women who had to struggle
to achieve their goals.
' The only reason Ihave been
able to achieve my goals is
because so many women before
me encountered discrimination
and they raised serious questions," Denman said.
"I am thankful to people who
did go through those things
and did not give up."
She said her advice for success applies to any student, not
just females.

Faculty Senate
• From page 1

ment, makes himself available
to "educate" legislators on matters of importance to WVU.
Sutterfield also coordinates
opportunities for faculty to
meet with and educate members of the Legislature and
appear at committee meetings.
Questions were raised by
Faculty Senate members concerning whether the recommendation should include the word
"lobbyist" and how expenses
would be handled.
As aresult of these concerns
two amendments were made to
the recommendation.
One was eliminating the word

sss
ss

workplace and the community,"
Trollinger said.
Students will learn more
about feminism at the conference, and will also learn more
about themselves, Hudock said.
Trollinger said Women's Studies
delegates will be exposed to int.ernational and multicultural feminist issues at the expo.
"I hope to learn alot about what
people are planning to pursue in .
activism and in leadership-building t.echniques," Dana M. Kinzy,
Marietta, Ohio, senior, said.
The expo, including more
than 250 speakers, will provide
the group with a worthwhile
learning experience and new
information, Hudock said.
"It gives us agood opportunity to learn alot about feminism
from the people who lived it,"
Kinzy, awomen's studies minor,
said.
·
After the trip, there will be a
panel discussion at 7p.m. April
17 in the Memorial Student
Center at Marco's, where eight
student delegates will speak
about their experiences and
what they learned at the expo,
Trollinger said.
after the walk-a-thon, a soccer
tournament, atrivia contest and
abasketball tournament.
The week will end with the
annual Greek sing contest in
the Don Morrison Room at the
Memorial Student Center.
After the contest, Greek Week
winners and the Chapter of
Excellence Award will be
announced.
"Talk to people who teach in
your discipline about opportunities.Ask for advice on how to
strengthen yourself as an
employee. You should establish
relationships with people in the
field."
'
Dr. Frances S. Hensley, associate vice president for academic affairs, encourages working
women to mentor others.
"It's so important to encourage
young women to pursue their
goals, what.ever those goals might
be," she said. "We need to be positive role models because women
do have to work really hard and
that often requires compromises."
Denman said the best mentors she had were males and
they kept pushing when she
wanted to give up.
"But first and foremost, Ihad
afather who believed Icould do
anything I wanted," she said.
"There are no limits, if you just
get out there and try.''
"lobbyist" from the entire recommendation and replacing it
with "faculty member." The second was an addition to the recommendation that the faculty
member would be reimbursed
for travel and expenses.
The meeting also included
recommendations to approve an
Internet course policy change,
an intent to plan astudy for a
bachelor's degree in Adult and
Technical Education.
All recommendations go to
President Dan Angel for review.
Donna Donathan, Faculty
Senate president, appointed an
ad hoc committee to draft ethical guidelines for statements
given by the university.
The next Faculty Senate meeting is scheduled for April 27.
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Marshall Monday 6
10% off with Marshalls
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Ready
for some football?
The1"hundering Herd football team is scheduled to play
the Green and White Game at 1p.m. Saturday at
Marshall Stadium. The annual intrasquad scrimmage is
the 15th and final practice of Marshall's spring drills.
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Marshall
must
fill
holes
on
lines
Plenty of talent,
Reserves ready
Friday, March 31, 2000

not much depth
onbyoffensive
line
JACOB MESSER
Life! editor

Mark McHale doesn't have
many offensive linemen to
work with this spring.
But the ones the .first-year
offensive line coach has certainly have talent.
"We're going to be asolid group,
but we're not going to have alot of
depth," said McHale, who has
coached at East Carolina, Louisville, West Virginia and Appalachian State. ' We're looking at
seven guys who are competing for
the five starting positions.
"We're mixing and matching
those guys in different spots,"
he added. "We're going to put
the best five in there."
Among those seven players are
two returning starters - 6-foot4, 310-pound senior right guard
Jimmy Cabellos, a two-yearstarter,
315-pound
sophomoreandleft6-5,tackle~
Steve
Sciullo, who moved from right
tackle to provide better blindside
protection for quarterbacks.
Senior Scott Harper (6-4, 285)
is practicing at left guard, sopho-

Linebackers
to be bond
of defense
this season

more Jeff Edwards (6-3, 249) is
at center and junior college
transfer James Simons (6-5, 305)
is at right tackle.
Redshirt freshman K.J. Greer
(6-2, 297) is seeing time at all five
line positions, while junior Steve
Content (6-1, 260) is being used
at center and both guard spots.
Harper, Edwards, Simons,
Greer and Content are competing
to fill the holes left by left tackle
Mike Guilliams, center Jason
Starkey, left guard Irv Dotson
and versatile reserve Shaun
Saunders, all of whom completed
their eligibility this past season.
"There's been good competition," McHale said. "That upgrades their abilities and their
performances. They know they
have to get it done to get into
the starting lineup."
McHale says the linemen have
size, strength and talent. Now,
they need to improve mentally.
"They have to know what to do
and where to be in every situation
and they have to be able to do it
quickly and efficiently," he said.
The players have made his
transition easier, McHale says.
"They have been apleasure to
work with," he said. "They have
been attentive, they have worked
hard, they have watched film and
they have been in the weight
photo by Mike Andrick
room. They have done everything Senior defensive end Paul Toviessi (85) and sophomore
left
it takes to win."
tackle Steve Sciullo (75) go head-to-head during line drills.
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to start on the
defensive
line
by AARON E. RUNYON
sports editor

Marshall's coaching staff was
looking for afew good defensive
linemen to replace All-MidAmerican Conference graduates
Giradie Mercer and Ron Puggi.
Defensive tackle's Coach Bill
Wilt expected great ones.
"Not only do they need to be
good players," Wilt said of this
spring's defensive linemen,
"they've got to be great players.
Iexpect greatness."
That may be what Wilt gets.
Seniors Jimmy Parker and
Paul Toviessi are returning
starters on the right side, while
seniors Ralph Street and Antony
Beckett are the probable starters
on the left side.
Sophomores Orlando Washington and Bobby Addison also are
expected to push for minutes.
Wilt says he is impressed
with the work ethic of this season's crop of talent.
"Production is the key and
these kids want to be great," he
said. "They work hard to get better, instead of just trying to get

Receivers strength of offense

through practice. These guys
take pride in their performance."
That motivation gives depth to
an already strong front four.
"There's no secret about Jimmy
and Antony," Wilt said of the
probable starting tackles. "But I
have no problem bringing anyone
else in to take the positions.
"Jimmy had an outstanding
spring," Wilt said. "He's been
very productive and he's expected
to be. He's answered the bell on
everything we've asked of him."
And when Parker's not answering bells he's ringing them.
During the 1999 season, the
6-foot-3, 279 pound tackle
recorded 66 tackles to lead
Marshall's defensive tackles.
Beckett played 12 games and
recorded 32 tackles at tackle last
season alongside Street as second-string tackle. Street led the
squad with five sacks.
Wilt said Washington will be a
key to stopping the rushing attack
after the staff adds strength and
weight to match his quickness.
"Orlando improves every
practice," Wilt said of the linebacker turned tackle. "He's
undersized but he plays hard
and has improved more than
anyone."
Toviessi was fourth on the tean1
with 73 tackles this past sea:son.
and expected to chum out big
results at right defensive end.

by JACOB MESSER
Life! editor

Dwayne Nunez, Marshall's
first-year receivers coach,
isn't sunbathing on James F.
Edwards Field with a margarita in one hand and amagazine in the other.
by AARON E, RUNYON
But with the group of playsports editor
ers he has, he probably could.
ve had an easier time than
Linebackers George Miller, the"I'other
coaches," said Nunez,
Max Yates and Alonzo Jones
replaced Gunter Brewer
will be the Sam, Mike and Will who
he left to coach receivers
of Marshall's defense this fall. when
at North Carolina. "These guys
They'll also be its Elmer.
what to do."
"Our guys have done agreat know
Only speed-burner James
job of improving themselves for Williams
is gone from Marthe fall," Linebackers Coach shall's receiving
corps, which
Kevin Kelly said. "They will be collected 223 receptions
for
the glue that holds the back 3,283 yards and 33 touchside and the front side of the downs this past season.
secondary together."
"His speed obviously is
Yates is the lone biggest
loss because now we.
returning stmter don'
t have aguy who can blow
in the unit.
top off the coverage and
Marshall lost the
beat their man deep downJohn Grace and field,"
Nunez said.
Andre O'Neal,
the Thundering Herd
who led the team doesWhat
have is ahorde of talented
118 and 113 tack- receivers
with different skills.
. . . . .~-- les, respectively,
file photo
Nate Poole (6-foot-1,
past season. 186Senior
Yates thisYates,
pounds) returns after Senior receiver Nate Poole returns for Marshall after making 71 catches for 1,122 yards in 1999.
a6-foot-2, catching
ateam-high 71 passes 33 catches for 433 yards and Nunez says Greenleaf (5-8, big things from Curtis. He11 be
225-pound middle
1,122 yards and nine scores. five scores in 1999.
159), Jones (6-2, 205) and battling for astarting job. Chris
(Mike) linebacker, forSenior
David Foye also John Cooper, Lanier Wash- Martin (5-7, 166) are having the catches the ball real well and he
had 58 tackles in returns,
but will not play in the ington, Brian Greenleaf, Deme- best performances this spring. has aknack for getting open."
11 games for a annual spring
game Saturday trius Doss, Curtis Jones, Chris "Brian has more confidene in Junior college transfer Chris
defense ranked in because of aconcussion
he suf- DeShazor and Chris Martin also himself," he said. "He's learning Ray will join the team this sumthe Top 10 in
in an automobile accident return for Marshall, which uses the offense and catching the ball mer and may provide Williamsevery statistical fered
category in 1999. this week. Foye (6-1, 202) had eight or nine receivers in agan1e. so much better. We're expecting like speed, Nunez says.
says Yates,
Miller aKelly
bruising runstopper, is going to
see his duties expanded to include
pass coverage in
the fall.
by JACOB MESSER have been very attentive to and an area to control.
Life! editor
"Max had a
We're along way from being We try to change it up.
great spring," the
where we need to be, but
s what we worked on."
assistant coach
Bill Wilt wants his spe- we're on the right track." That'
Wilt says there are several
said. "This fall
cial teams to be just that Junior long snapper and candidates competing for
he'll be working
- special.
sophomore punter Curtis the punt return and kickoff
Jones harder
out of the
Wilt says they need to be
returns for Marshall, return spots, including
nickel package as a coverage
if the Thundering Herd is Head
which
averaged 41.l yards senior cornerback Maurice
linebacker."
to
be
successful
this
season.
per
punt
and yielded yield- Hines, junior receiver Curtis
Kelly says seniors Miller (6-0,
"Some
of
the
biggest
ed
only
5.8 yards per punt Jones and sophomore receiv230) and Jones (6-0, 204), both
gains
and
most
important
return
this
past season.
Brian Greenleaf.
key re:serves this past season,
plays happen on special "We feel real good about er"Maurice
has real quick
are expected to start this seateam
plays,"
he
said.
our
punting,"
Wilt
said.
feet,
good acceleration and a
son. Miller, who has played all
"The
key
on
special
Four-year
senior
starter
small
body,
when guys
three linebacker positions, will
teams is to get big plays J.R. Jenkins, who connect- come down toso tackle
him,
start at strongside (Sam) lineand
not
allow
big
plays."
ed
on
3-of-5
field
goals
and
they'
r
e
going
one
way and
backer. Jones will start at
Wilt,
who
replaced
Gun34-of-36
extra
points,
also
he'
s
going
another
and
he
weakside (Will) linebacker.
ter Brewer after the former returns to handle the kick- makes them miss," he said.
The transition from secondwide
receivers
coach
left
to
off
and
placekicking
duties.
"Greenleaf'
s
the
same
way.
string to first-string has motifill the same spot at North Wilt said the kickoff team Curtis takes longer strides,
vated his players, Kelly says.
Carolina earlier this year, focused on covering, block- so he can get to the sidelines
"These guys were back-ups
said
he devoted one week to ing and kicking this spring. and turn it up field."
last season," Kelly said. "All of
each
special teams unit - ' We basically worked on The special teams also
asudden they become starters.
the
punt
team, kickoff team our scheme§," he said. "We worked on blocking punts,
As agroup, they've all had an
and
return
teams - during like to do afair amount of field goals and extra points
excellent spring."
file photo spring practice.
things on our cover lanes. It during the spring, Wilt said.
Juniors Sam Goines and Sophomore punter Curtis Head aver- "Coming out of spring, I may
look like 11 guys just ' We want to be able to
Trod Buggs provide depth, as aged 41.1 yards per punt this past sea- feel real good about the running
the field, but make some big plays next
does sophomore Duran Smith. son as atrue freshman for Marshall. unit," he said. "The kids everybodydown
has agap to go season," he said.

Coach hopes squads live up to name

photo by Mi<e Andgck

Redshirt freshman tight end
Keith Donahue (right) blocks
sophomore defensive end
Bobby Addison at practice.

Tight ends
to catch less,
block more
by AARON E. RUNYON
sports editor

Thundering Herd tight ends
caught 18 of Marshall's 286
receptions this past season.
This season they may catch
even fewer passes.
With Byron Leftwich as the
probable replacement for recordsetting quarterback Chad Pennington, Tight Ends Coach David Johnson says the coaches are
challenging the offense to depend
on its running game more.
"We're going to run the ball a
little more to take some pressure
quarterback,"
said ofofthetheThundering
Herd'hes
use of tight ends to lead block
for the running backs. "This
time were going to try to keep
from getting behind on third
down and long yardage where
they know the pass is coming."
Juniors Gregg Kellett (6-foot-3.
250 pounds)and Scott Pettit !62, 242) return after stellar sophomore seasons. Kellett had 12
receptions for 183 yards and one
touchdown in 1999. Pettit had
three catches for 27 yards.
Redshirt freshman Keith
Donahue and sophomore Eddie
Smolder are battling to replace
the void left by Eric Pinkerton,
who completed his eligibility.
Johnson says Smolder, atwoway performer who continue::;
to work as adefensive end, is
the biggest surprise this spring.
' We were left with a hole to
fill," he said. "Eric's role was key
in alot of different situations.
We feel Eddie can fill that role.··
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Ready for competition
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Volleyball players
want to do more
than just practice
by MICHELLE JAMES
reporter

After months of practice,
Marshall's volleyball players
finally will get the chance to
play against someone other
than themselves this weekend
when it travels to Lexington to
compete in the University of
Kentucky Spring Classic.
The tournament, which features schools such as Kentucky,
Morehead State and Cincinnati,
file photo will be Marshall's first competiSarah Williams and her Marshall tion since the 1999 Midteammates will compete in the American Conference TournaUniversity of Kentucky Spring ment in which the Thundering
Herd finished eighth.
Classic this weekend.

Team captain Nora Keithley
says the team is looking forward to getting some games
under its belt.
"I'm excited and Ithink everyone is getting tired of just practicing," said Keithley a junior
from Jacksonville, Ill. "We're just
looking forward to playing. We're
really pumped up about it."
Marshall Coach Steffi Legall
added, "We've been practicing
since the beginning of the
semester and now is the time to
put that practice to use and put
it to the test.
"We're just looking to get
together as ateam and put into
practice
what we've worked on
this semester."
Legall says the main purpose
of this weekend is working
together
ateamfour
for the
first
time
sinceas losing
seniors,
including four-year starter
Nicole Frizzo, acaptain on the
1999 squad that finished its

Intramurals have students
kicking and screaming

"We Are Marshall...We Play
For Championships!"
Get used to hearing that.
It's the slogan the Athletic
Department announced Thursday at its 2000 football seasonticket drive.
Athletic
Director
Lance he.
West
says
he hopes
the slogan
lps
the team this season.
"As an athletic
theme, that really hits home with
Marshall University," West said.
"As we open the
2000 season we
will adopt that
theme and carry
West it through. The
theme will drive
us and hopefully it will fill the
seats and help us to win some
championships."
West also announced that Marshall's game with
Western Michigan
•on Oct. 5is scheduled to be nationally-televised on
ESPN's College
Game Night.
Pruett The Thundering Herd, which
claimed a dramatic, come-frombehind win over the Broncos in
the Mid-American Conference
Championship game this past
season, will be making its second·
appearance on ESPN in two
years. Marshall's 38-13 home win
over Toledo this past season was
televised by the sports network.
The seating capacity in Marshall Stadium is being expanded
from 30,000 to 40,000, making it
the largest in the MAC.
Marshall Coach Bob Pruett
says he expects Marshall fans
to fill up the additional seats.
"If we have one of the best
products in the country, certainly we can increase our season tickets," he said. "If they're
expecting us as afootball team
to win 10, 11, 12 or 13 games,
I'm expecting our fans to come
out here and support the Herd."

Some students are kicking,
running and yelling on campus.
No, it's not finals week.
They are playing intramural
soccer in Gullickson Hall gym.
"It's good exercise, and you
get to have agood time playing soccer," Oak Hill freshman
Neal Humphries said.
"I've always played soccer
since I was a little kid, and
intramural soccer is a good
way to stay in shape and keep
playing the game," he added.
Humphries says the competition is good because the students who play intramurals
are good athletes.

by JAY M. MORLACHETTA "It is agood chance to stay says participants are enjoying
reporter
in shape, and to work on endu- themselves.

rance," said Buckhannon
sophomore Levi Fletcher, a
member of Marshall's men's
rugby team.
"I played on my high school
soccer team, and playing soccer
is something fun to do."
Fletcher said having a soccer team for rugby helps team
unity and promotes the team
to other students.
"It's pretty competitive," he
said, "but the atmosphere is
very friendly. Half of our guys
had never even played soccer
until a couple of weeks ago,
but we just have agood time."
Toronto senior Brian Wilkins,
who referees intramural spor~s,

"We've had good participation so far, and nobody has
really gotten out of hand,"
Wilkins said.
Wilkins says indoor soccer
has not been as intense as some
intramural sports, but there
have been some altercations.
"There has been alittle bit of
pushing and shoving, but it
hasn't been nearly as bad as
basketball," Wilkins said.
Both Humphries and Wilkins
offered suggestions to make
intramural soccer better.
They both said they would
like to see real soccer goals
with nets used in intramurals
and outdoor soccer offered.

first in the Final Four since
1941, when the Badgers won
championship.
INDIANAPOLIS - Does the"We'
re somewhat surprised.
Wisconsin have at least one Iwould be lying if I said this
more surprise left?
was a goal that was really
If so, Saturday's the time to prominent in our thinking,"
bring it out. The Badgers are Bennett
said of the eighthone game away from achance seeded Badgers,
who lost 13
for the NCAA basketball games in the regular season.
championship,
but
to
get
there
Wisconsin
was
bubble
they'll have to beat top-seeded ,team that got into thea tournaMichigan State, a Big Ten ment as an at-large selection.
rival that already has beaten So was North Carolina, which
them
three times
this someone
season. also lost 13 games and
"I'd rather
be playing
received aNo. 8seed. The Tar
else. Without any reservation I Heels
will play fifth-seeded
can say that," Wisconsin coach Florida, which barely got by
Dick
Bennett
said
Wednesday.
Butler
in
in the first
"I don't know if it's an advan- round, in overtime
the other semifinal
tage or disadvantage. People at the RCA Dome.
have tried to make acase that "For us, being young, the
we've lost three times, so that more emotional experiences you
should make us better. On the go through, there's atendency
other hand, Idon't know if we to bring you closer," Florida
can beat them."
Donovan said.
Anything seems possible in coach Billy
had some
gamesnone
go down
this topsy-turvy tournament. to"We
the wire,
probably
more
Michigan State is the only emotional than the Butler
No. 1seed to reach the Final game. That game, that experiFour, and Wisconsin already ence made us better."
has ousted another No. 1in its The Final Four teams have
second-round victory over acombined 40 losses, the most
Arizona. Asemifinal appear- since the NCAA tournament
ance against the Spartans on expanded to 64 teams in 1985.
Saturday will be Wisconsin's The last champion with more

than 10 losses was Kansas,
with 11, in 1988.
"I think this will bother the
NCAA alittle bit, but you can
throw the seedings right out
the window," Michigan State
coach Tom Izzo said.
"I just think this is going to
become the norm, not the
exception, because there are
so many good teams."
The Tar Heels and Badgers are
the lowest seeds t.o reach the Final
Four since No. 111.SU in 1986.
North Carolina, which lost to
Duke in the final game of the
regular season and then to Wake
Forest in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, took out Missouri,
Stanford, Tennessee and Tulsa
to reach the Final Four.
Florida lost to Auburn in the
second
round of thetourney
Southeastern Conference
and
barely got past Butler in overtime in its NCAA opener. The
GatorsOklahoma
then beatState.
Illinois, Duke
and
Wisconsin lost to Michigan
State twice in the regular season and again in the Big Ten
tourney. The Badgers then beat
Fresno State, Arizona, LSU and
Purdue, using their trademark
pressing defense t.o hold each of
them to no more than 60 points.

Surprises the norm in Big Dance
by STEVE HERMAN
The Associated Press

photo by Mike Andrick

Marshall freshman Chris Wean delivers apitch against
Morehead State in the Thundering Herd's 4-all tie with the
Eagles. Marshall plays host to Central Michigan at 1p.m.
Saturday and Western Michigan at noon Sunday in apair
of conference doubleheaders at University Heights.

Busy weekend ahead
for Marshall athletics

The Parthenon
For Marshall sports fans,
this weekend will be the best of
times and the worst of times.
Most of the sports programs will be in action
Saturday, but they will
either be on the road or at
the same time.
So fans will have to take
road trips or choose between
events to see their favorite
teams play.
Here's alook at the teams
and who, when and where
they are playing.
The football team is scheduled to play the Green and
White Game at 1 p.m.
Saturday at Marshall Stadium. The annual intrasquad
scrimmage is the 15th and
final practice of Marshall's
spring drills.
The baseball team (10-10-1)
opens Mid-American Conference play this weekend with a
pair of doubleheaders - the
first is against Western
Michigan at 1p.m. Saturday
and the second is against
Central Michigan at noon
Sunday.
All four games are at
University Heights.
The softball team will finish its three-game series
against Kent State at 1p.m.
Saturday at the Dot Hicks
Softball Field on campus.
The golf team begins a
two-day tournament at the
Johnny Owens Invitational
in Lexington today and
Saturday.
The squad finished 12th in
the 18-team Dr.Pepper Intercollegiate in Pottsboro, Texas,
this weekend.

photo by Tern Blair

Marshall junior Ana Ceretto
serves against Xavier on
Sunda~ The Thundering
Herd plays host to Northern
Illinois today and Western
Michigan on Saturday. Both
matches are at the Huntington Tennis Club.

The tennis team plays host
to Northern Illinois today and
returns to action at 1 p.m.
Saturday against Western
Michigan.
Both matches are at the
Huntington Tennis Club. The
squad swept last weekend's
competition, defeating Ball
State, Bowling Green and
Xavier University.
The track team will compete
in the McDonald's Invitational
Saturday in Athens, Ohio.
The Thundering Herd had
six first-place finishes and finished second at Ohio University's tri-meet along with the
University of Cincinnati two
weeks ago.

Marshall fans need traditions like those at Wisconsin and Texas A&M

Ind., after the Boilermakers
won their Sweet 16 game.
It wasn't like they won the
national championship or were
making
the trip to Indianapolis
MICHAEL
ADAMS
for the Final Four.
.\J)0l1S
They
just
coltmu1ist nament game.won aregular tourCampus and city police were
in riot gear shooting tear gas at
I was watching the NCAA students
making arrests.
Tournament over spring break I have aandfriend
Appleton,
and I realized how sane Wis., who attends from
the University
Marshall students and sports of Wisconsin-Madison.
fans really are.
said ever since the team
For instance, Marshall stu- Shemade
the Final Four, campus
dents and fans don't turn cars has
has been anonstop pep rally that
over, start fires or riot down lasts until the early hours of the
Fourth Avenue after games. morning.
We don't throw things at vis- She said campus police are
iting teams from the stands or beginning
to make preparations
make idiots of ourselves m in case the Badgers
win Saturday.
front of television audiences.
Marshall
are soundWe really are agood group of ing more andstudents
more sane.
fans.
I told her this is a football
Purdue students set bond town. When we win the conferfires and rioted in Lafayette, ence
championship students

storm the field and tear down
the goal post with five seconds
left on the clock
Later we walk it down Third
Avenue, where it usually ends
up in a local bar. The only
action the police see is when
they pull people over for drunken driving.
That was asmall comparison
to acampus where the football
team has won the past two
Rose Bowls and had aHeisman
Trophy winner.
She later told me of several
traditions they have on campus. Each year the University
of Wisconsin-Madison has a
bond fire right before the game
with it's rivals the Minnesota
Golden Gophers.
Marshall doesn't have any
traditions. I realize the safety
concerns with some traditions
on campuses. The University of
Texas A&M's traditional bonfire before the University of
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campaign at 15-15 overall and
9-9 in MAC play.
"It's our first opportunity to
play with the returning players
who are going to be the foundation for next fall," she said. "It's
agreat chance for our players
to grow together as ateam."
Legall said she thinks the addition of what she considers a
"strong" incoming recruiting class
gives the team agood chance of
competing for the conference
championship this season.
"We just want to build afoundation this spring with out
returning players and then in
the fall integrate the freshmen
into
healthy and athletic
unit,"avery
she said.
"I feel we will compete for one
of the top spots in the MidAmerican Conference. Hopefully after this weekend, we'll
have some more insight on
what we need to work on and
improve to do so."

West unveils
slogan at
ticket drive
by MICHELLE JAMES
reporter
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Texas game had atragic result
this season. Several students
were killed or injured as the
seven-story structure came
tumbling down.
The bonfire this year will
probably be canceled due to
this incident.
What do these campuses
have that we don't?
Student focus groups that
stir campus involvement in
university athletics. Kind of
like pep clubs or spirit teams in
high school.
Ohio University has a group
of students that works on advertisements for game days. They
work as security and seating
ushers during athletic events.
Texas A&M and Wisconsin
both have student groups as well
that focus on getting students to
games. My friend told me the
Wisconsin campus is asea ofred
on game day for any event,
including women's athletics.

Women's athletics on this
campus has yet to see any
respect from fans and students.
The women's tennis, volleyball, basketball, softball and
soccer teams play their games
on campus, but have an average attendance of about only
100 people.
These girls are exciting to
watch, but students here on
campus don't walk to the
Henderson Center to see
women's basketball or volleyball
games. Nor do they walk down
to the softball field or tennis
courts for those events either.
Maybe that is what is needed
here at Marshall.
We need traditions.
As many rivalries as we have,
we need a ritual. The heated
football rivalry between Miami
of Ohio continues to grow each
year.
Marshall and Ohio play for
The Battle of the Bell each year

on the gridiron.
The Marshall and Ohio basketball rivalry heated up this year
with the Sanjay Adell incident.
And the Marshall-WVU basketball rivalry has gone on for
years.
Still there are no traditions
before these games.
No bond fires, vigils or pregame campus rituals take place
on campus.
It would be nice to have an
involved campus for Marshall
athletic events.
Maybe that could be aproject
for the newly-elected student
Student Government Association
president and vice president.
Michael Adams is a sports
columnist for The Parthenon and
WPage Pitt School ofJournalism
and aMass Communications student I Comments can be directed
to adams1977@hotmail.com or
call (304) 697-1008.
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Come on down •••

Marshall student Rachelle Robinson made it to contestants' row
of the Price is Right during her spring break trip to Hollywood,
Calif. The show will air at 11 a.m. Tuesday on CBS. Find out if
she was abig winner and what she thought of her experience ...
Tuesday in Life!
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Summer archaeology course offers
students chance to dig up the past
by ROBYN
JUSTICE
reporter

T

his summer, some students
will have achance to look for
pieces of history in the area.
Anthropology 323, asession Csummer course, will offer students alook
into the past, said Dr., Nicholas
Freidin, professor of anthropology.
The course is a hands-on, on-site,
field school where students learn to
survey and excavate, Freidin said.
The only written requirement for the
course is a field journal. Students
work in a lab on campus when the
weather does not permit work in the
field. There are afew informal lectures
in the class to discuss the significance
of their findings, Freidin said.
Freidin said the course is a good
opportunity for those with an interest in
archeology to experience it first hand.
"A lot upof people
with
digging
ruins,"arehe fascinated
said. "Students
learn what it is to be areal archeologist
and that its alot of painstaking work.
"They learn that it's not quite
Indiana Jones."
In previous summers, students
have worked at different sites
throughout the state.
This summer, students in the course
will work in Greenbottom, 20 miles

north of Huntington, at the border of
Cabell and Mason counties. The area
is on the Jenkins Plantation. The area
was the site of ahome owned by Albert
Jenkins, aconfederate general. This is
the fourth year the class will be working at this site, Freidin said.
Previous classes have found two or
three village sites and encampments on
the plantation area, Freidin said.
Marshall students work in the area
that is state- and federally-owned,
searching for artifacts. Students search
for artifacts such as house wares and
other
itemsis held
slavesbyor Marshall
farmers.
The area
also bystudied
University biological science classes
because part of the area is awetland,
Freidin said.
Artifacts found have been dated as
far back as 200 B.C. Artifacts found at
the Greenbottom site include fire pits,
tools, post molds of houses, and pottery.
"The students who take the course
become very observant of the ground
beneath their feet," Freidin said.
The course hasno prerequisite and is
open to all majors. In the pasl, students
from majors other than anthropology
have taken the course, Freidin said.
"Students have achance to experi-

Dr. Nicholas
Freidin looks
through some of
his archaeology
class' discoveries. Freidin
teaches the summer session C
course.
photo by Robyn Justice
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ABOVE: Students from Anthropology 323, asummer course, get credit for excavating land and search•
ing for artifacts. The course is open to all majors and is offered in summer session C.
BELOW: Students gather dirt to be sifted for artifacts.

ence the thrill of discovery, so it is not
limited to anthropology students."
The diversity of students in the
course is apositive thing, Freidin said.
"A lot of friendships develop
through the course," he said.
Edie Prino, a Huntington senior,
enrolled in the field school three
years ago. Prino said she enjoyed the
social aspects of the course as much
as the technical aspects.
"The class was very interesting,"
Prino said. "I met alot of people who
Iam still friends with today."
The"Weclasslearned
also taught
alot,steps
she said.in
all ofherthe
doing an archeological dig," Prino
said. "The field school helped me
decide this is what Iwanted to do."
The course is also an important
opportunity for field experience for
anthropology majors, Freidin said.
He said the course is agood chance
for students to determine if they want
to make acareer of archeology.
"They learn what archeology is and
what it is to be an archeologist,"
Freidin said. "It is achance for them to
see if they like it enough to go into it."
The artifacts found are collected and
analyzed by students and professors at
Marshall before being returned to the
landowner, Freidin said. The owner of
the land is also the owner of the artifacts.
Artifacts found are sent to Florida to
be radio-carbon dated. The dating measures carbon-14 to provide with an
absolute date of the artifact.
Archeology and anthropology professors and students do contract work
throughout the year for private companies surveying and excavating areas
prior to development, Freidin said. The
money from this work helps pay for
some expenses in summer field school.
The Anthropology and Archeology
club also helps raise money for the
field school.

Robert Bradley's Blackwater Surprise sophomore effort shows band's growth
CHRIS
MITCHELL
11111.1ic
colu11111ist
Fifty-year-old Robert Bradley,
ablind Detroit street singer who
emerged as aRhythm &Blues
anachronism in the late 1990s
era of watered-down soul music,
delivers home a gritty, untampered performance on sophomore effort Time to Discover.
Replete with the perfect mix
of aching, "been there, seen it
all" ballads and hard-driving
funk cuts, Bradley and his band
the Blackwater Surprise punch
eleven new holes in an age-long
myth that pronounced quality
soul music D.O.A. following the
demise of Marvin Gaye.
One listen to Bradley's oaken,
gospel-influenced delivery,
matured by decades of singing
in Baptist churches across the

south, is enough proof that soul
music is indeed alive and prospering in 2000. Acloser listen
reveals the influences of the
self-proclaimed "Love Man" Otis
Redding's unfiltered passion,
Ray Charles' warm tone, and
even abit of Marvin Gaye's pristine falsetto in the one-time
busker's work.
Toss in the "two-sets-a-night
in adingy, smoke-filled lounge"
sound of fellow band members
guitarist Mike Nehra, bassist
Andrew Nehra, drummer Jeff
Fowlkes, and keyboardist Tim
Diaz and you might just feel
like you've been taken back to
the Motown sound's booming
early-1970s adolescence.
Time to Discover kicks off with
rap from fellow Detroiter Kid
Rock on the lead radio single
"Higher," and at first, the awkward combination sounds stiff.
Rock bursts onto the track like a
sprightly middleweight, peppering lyrical jabs at the slow-moving slab of retro-fied funk supplied in part by guitarist Mike

Nehra's superb feel for grooves.
If anything, the charismatic raprocker sounds more comfortable
guesting on this recording than
he did on Tommy Lee's Methods
of Mayhem project, but "Higher"
doesn't pack much punch until
Bradley's heavyweight vocal
emerges and takes over the
remainder of the track.
Adding to the raw live sound generated on the band's eponymous
1996 debut, the Nehra brothers, who
also moonlight as producers and
engineers on Black-water Surprise
sessions, recorded ' Higher" and
most ofTime to Discover in only first
and second takes.
"There is alittle more painting
on this record," revealed Mike
Nehra, calling from home as the
band was gearing up for an early
promotional tour in October.
We wanted to provide more
production on this album in
order to make it a little more
radio-friendly than the last one,
but we still wanted to capture
some of the studio jamming that
provided the original creativity."

Rock fairs better on his second
cameo appearance on the disc on
a delicate song called "Tramp."
Instead of throwing the obvious,
cliched rhymes over a track
about lost love, Rock trades in
his trademark testosteroneinduced microphone styling for a
more toned-down acoustic guitar
and proves that there is a lot
more depth to his talents than
just shouting boasts over hardedged guitar burners.
Other tracks like "Ride," a
smokin', throw-your-cares-outthe-window rocker and the lush
potential follow-up single "Baby"
are reminiscent of material like
"Shake It Off' and "California"
from Blackwater's first album,
but the band show's its growth
in the long four years its been
since RCA released that debut
with the supreme "Mr. Tony." By
far, the standout frack "Mr.
Tony" finds Bradley singing a
strong falsetto provided against
ahead-bobbing backbeat.
"This album is a very good
snapshot of where we are now,"

/
Robert Bradley's Blackwater Surprise

added Nehra. ' The grooves are a
little deeper, there's alot more
soul, and Robert's singing is alot
more adventurous."
Sounding alot more confident
on Time to Discover, Bradley
proves why he earned his reputation as local entertainment

attraction sometimes for 200-300
lunch-break corporate heads in
the Greektown and Eastern
Market communities in Detroit.
Final verdict: 8 Motown
legends out of I0.
E-mail comments to mitchc28@
marshall.edu

